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1. Introduction

In the formal language theory, the standard context-free rewriting works purely sequentially
because ordinary context-free grammars rewrite only one symbol during a derivation step.
The present thesis, however, discusses a parallel modification of this rewriting, called context-
free multirewriting, which simultaneously applies productions to several symbols during a
single derivation step.

This parallel modification of context-free rewriting is intensively investigated at
present because computational parallelism is central to the modern computer science as a
whole.  Even more importantly, this modification significantly increases the power of context-
free grammars; in fact, most of the grammatical multirewriting models are as powerful as the
Turing machines. Thus, it comes as no surprise that the context-free multirewriting is a vivid
trend of  today�s formal language theory.

The thesis concentrates its investigation on the reduction of the number of
nonterminals in  the context-free multirewriting.  Most significantly, it studies how to achieve
this reduction without any decreasement of the generative power.  By doing so, it actually
makes the context-free multirewriting more succinct and economical, and this economization
is obviously highly appreciated both from a practical and theoretical viewpoint.

More specifically, the following two types of context-free rewriting are central to this
thesis:

(A) scattered rewriting
(B) multisequential and multicontinuous rewriting

(A) The former is performed by grammars based on sequences of context-free productions, by
which these grammars simultaneously rewrite several nonterminals during a derivation step.
(B) The latter is carried out by grammars that use context-free-like productions that have a
terminal or a nonterminal on their left-hand sides. By using extremely simple regular
languages, they specify sequences of symbols that are rewritten during a derivation step and,
in addition, place some slight restrictions on the context appearing between the rewritten
symbols.  Otherwise, they work by analogy with context-free grammars.
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2.  Preliminaries

The present chapter recalls some basic notions and introduces conventions used henceforth.
For other notions used in the formal language theory, consult [39].

For an alphabet, W, W* denotes the free monoid generated by W  under the operation of
concatenation; its unit is called the empty word and denoted by ε. W + denotes the free
semigroup generated by W  under the operation of concatenation; that is, W + = W * - {ε}.  For
every w ∈  W*, |w| denotes the length of w.

A context-free grammar is a quadruple

G = (V, T, P, S)

where

V  is G�s total alphabet;
T  is the terminal alphabet such that T ⊆  V;
P is a finite set of productions of the form

A → x

with A ∈  V - T and x ∈  V*;
S  is the start symbol such that S ∈  V - T.

If  A → x ∈  P and u, v ∈  V*, then G makes a derivation step from uAv to uxv, symbolically
written as

uAv ⇒  uxv

Mathematically,  ⇒  represents a binary relation on V*; denote its transitive and reflexive
closure by ⇒ *.  If  S ⇒ * w and w ∈  V*, then w is a sentential form derived by G.  The
language of  G, L(G), is defined as

L(G) = { w: S ⇒ * w and w ∈  T*}
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Conventions

 For every grammar, G, discussed in the thesis, V, T, and S have the above meaning.  N
denotes G�s alphabet of nonterminals, defined as N = V - T.   Early lowercase letters (a, b, c,
…) and late lowercase letters (…, x, y, z) denote members of V and V*, respectively. Early
uppercase letters (A, B, C, …) denote symbols in N.

The families of context-sensitive and recursively enumerable languages are denoted by
CS and RE, respectively.

3.  Scattered rewriting

Scattered rewriting is performed by scattered context grammars.  These grammars are based
on sequences of context-free productions, by which they simultaneously rewrites several
nonterminals during a single derivation step (see [4-5], [9], [21], [25], [27-28], [30], [33], [37-
39], [41-42],  [44], [47] , and [51]).

Definition

Formally, a scattered context grammar is a quadruple

G = (V, T, P, S)

where  V, T, and S have the same meaning as in a context-free grammar, and P is a finite set of
productions of the form

(A1, A2, ..., An) →  (x1, x2, ..., xn)

where n is a positive integer (by the conventions introduced in Chapter 2, Ai  ∈   V - T and xi ∈
V*, for i = 1, ..., n).  By using (A1, A2, ..., An) →  (x1, x2, ..., xn), G makes a derivation step so it
simultaneously replaces A1, A2, ..., An  with  x1, x2, ..., xn,  respectively; symbolically,

u1A1u2A2 u3 ... unAnun+1  ⇒   u1x1u2x2 u3 ... unxnun+1

for any u1 through un+1.  As usual, ⇒ * denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of  ⇒ , and
the language of  G, L(G), is defined as
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L(G) = { w: S ⇒ * w and w ∈  T *}

The following two special types of scattered context productions play an important role in this
chapter.

Consider  a scattered context grammar, G = (V, T, P, S), and a production, (A1, A2, ...,
An) →  (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈  P.

•  (A1, A2, ..., An) →  (x1, x2, ..., xn) is terminating if A1A2... An ⇒ *  x in G for some x ∈  T*;

•  (A1, A2, ..., An) →  (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈  P is erasing if  xi  =  ε for some i ∈  {1, 2, ..., n}.

Example

Consider a scattered context grammar, G, with the following three productions

(S) → (AA), (A, A) → (aA, bAa), and (A, A) → (ε, ε)

For instance, G derives aabbaa as follows

S ⇒  AA  ⇒   aAbAa ⇒   aaAbbAaa ⇒   aabbaa

Observe that G generates the following non-context-free language

L(G) =  { aibiai: i ≥ 0}

Every production in G is terminating. (A, A) → (ε, ε) is an erasing production while the other
two productions are not.
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Results

Scattered rewriting is discussed in Chapter 3, which is divided into four sections.

Section  3.1 conceptualizes scattered context grammars.

Section 3.2, consisting of three subsections, discusses the generative power of scattered context
grammars. More precisely, by a surprisingly simple proof, Section 3.2.1 demonstrates that these
grammars characterize RE.  Then, Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 reconsider this characterization in
more detail. Specifically, by using a rather complicated proof technique, it establishes this
characterization based on the scattered context grammars containing no more than four
nonterminals. Section 3.2.3 studies the economy of transformation of  phrase structure
grammars, which also define RE, to scattered context grammars. More precisely, it describes a
transformation that converts any phrase-structure grammar, H, to an equivalent scattered context
grammar, G, so that G has no more than five more nonterminals than H.

Section 3.3 discusses the terminating productions, defined in Section 3.1, and their effect to
the power of scattered context grammars. It narrows its attention to the scattered context
grammars whose sentential forms contain sequences of nonterminals formed by shuffling the
left-hand sides of terminating productions. It proves that these grammars cannot even generate
some languages in CS, so they are significantly less powerful than ordinary scattered context
grammars, discussed in Section 3.2.  From this decreasement of the generative power, Section
3.2 derives that the one-nonterminal scattered context grammars are less powerful than the
four-nonterminal scattered context grammars.

Section 3.4  deals with the scattered context grammars without erasing productions, defined in
Section 3.1. These grammars obviously cannot characterize RE  because the language family
that they generate  is contained in CS and SC  ⊂   RE (see [9]).  However, Section 3.4
introduces some simple language operation  and characterizes RE based on the introduced
operations over the family of languages generated by these grammars, which contain no more
than five nonterminals.
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4.  Multisequential and Multicontinuous Rewriting

Multisequential rewriting and multicontinuous rewriting  are performed by multisequential
grammars and multicontinuous grammars, respectively (see [11]).  Both grammars use
context-free-like productions that have a terminal or a nonterminal on their left-hand sides.
By using extremely simple regular languages, called selectors, they specify sequences of
nonterminals that are rewritten during a derivation step and, in addition, place some
restrictions on the context appearing between the rewritten symbols.  Otherwise, they work by
analogy with context-free grammars.

4.1 Multisequential Grammars

Definition

A multisequential grammar, G, is a quintuple

G = (V, T, P, S, K),

where V, T, and S have the same meaning as in a context-free grammar.   P is a finite set of
productions of the form

a  →  x

 (recall that by the conventions introduced in Chapter 2, a ∈  V  and x ∈  V*).  K is a finite set
of selectors of  the form

X1active (Y1) X2... Xnactive(Yn) Xn+1

where

n is a positive integer
for i = 1, ..., n + 1,  Xi ∈ {Z*: Z ⊆  V}
for j = 1, ... , n, Yj  ⊆  V  and Yj  ≠ ∅

G makes a derivation step of the form
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u1a1u2a2 u3 ... unanun+1  ⇒   u1x1u2x2 u3 ... unxnun+1

if K contains a selector,  X1active (Y1) X2... Xnactive(Yn) Xn+1,  satisfying

for i = 1, ..., n + 1  ui ∈   Xi

for  j = 1, ... , n, aj ∈  Yj  and aj →  xj ∈ P

The  language of  G, L(G), is defined as

L(G) = { w: S ⇒ * w and w ∈  T *}

where  ⇒ * denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of ⇒ .

Example

Consider a  scattered context grammar, G, with the follwoing eight productions

S → AA, S → BB, A → Aa, A → Ba, B → Ab, B → Bb, A → ε, B → ε

and these three selectors

active({S}), active({A}){a, b }*active({A}){a, b}*, active({B}){a, b }*active({B}){a, b}*

For instance, G derives abab as follows

S ⇒  BB  ⇒   AbAb ⇒   AabAab ⇒  abab

Observe that G generates the following non-context-free language

L(G) =  { ww:  w ∈  {a, b}* }

Results

Multisequential grammars are discussed in Section 4.1, which consists of two subsections.
Section  4.1.1 conceptualizes and illustrates these grammars.  Then, Section 4.1.2 discusses
their generative power; more precisely, it demonstrates that the six-nonterminal
multicontinuous grammars characterize RE.
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4.2  Multicontinuous Rewriting

Definition

A multicontinuous grammar, G, is a quintuple

G = (V, T, P, S, K),

where  V, T, P, and S have the same meaning as in a multisequential grammar. K is a finite set
of selectors of  the form

X1active (Y1) X2... Xnactive(Yn) Xn+1

where

n is a positive integer
for i = 1, ..., n  + 1,  Xi ∈ {Z*: Z  ⊆   V}
for j = 1, ..., n, Yj ∈ {Z+: Z  ⊆  V and Z ≠ ∅ }.

For every v ∈ V+, where v = a1...a|v| with ai ∈ V for i = 1, ..., |v|, define the language
ContinuousRewriting(v) ⊆  V* by the following equivalence:

for every z ∈  V*,

z ∈  ContinuousRewriting(v)

if and only if

ai →  xi ∈ P for i = 1, ..., |v|, and z = x1...x|v|

G makes a derivation step of  the form

u1y1u2y2 u3 ... unynun+1  ⇒   u1z1u2z2u3 ... unznun+1

if  K contains X1active (Y1) X2... Xnactive(Yn) Xn+1 such that

for i = 1, ..., n, yi ∈ Yi  and zi ∈ ContinuosRewriting(yi)
for i = 1, ..., n + 1,  ui ∈   Xi
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As usual, the  language of  G, L(G), is defined as

L(G) = { w: S ⇒ * w and w ∈  T *},

where  ⇒ * denotes the transitive and reflexive closure of ⇒ .

Example

Consider a multicontinuous grammar, G, with the following three productions

S → bcb, b → bb, c→ cc,

and these three selectors

active({S}),  active({b}+){c}*active({b}+), and active({b}+)active({c}+)active({b}+)

For instance, G derives bbbbccbbbb as follows

S ⇒  bcb  ⇒   bbcbb ⇒  bbbbccbbbb

Observe that G generates the following non-ontext-free language

L(G) =  { bjckbj : j = 2i and k = 2r so that  i ≥ r ≥ 0}

Results

In the thesis, Section 4.2 discusses multicontinuous grammars.  First, Section  4.2.1
conceptualizes them. Then, Section 4.2.2 proves that the six-nonterminal multicontinuous
grammars characterize RE.
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5. Conclusion and Open Problems

First, this concluding chapter recalls the subject of investigation and its significance.  Then, it
summarizes the crucial results achieved in this thesis and points out several open problems
closely related to these results.

The thesis investigates context-free multirewriting, which simultaneously applies
context-free-like productions to several symbols during a single derivation step.  This
investigation is focused on the reduction of the number of nonterminals in the context-free
multirewriting.  Most results achieve this reduction without any decreasement of the
generative power and, thereby, make the context-free multirewriting more economical. As
obvious, this economization is highly desirable whenever multirewriting grammars are
examined or applied.

The following two types of multirewriting grammars fulfill a key role in this thesis:

A. scattered context grammars
B. multisequential and multicontinuous grammars

(A) The scattered context grammars are based on sequences of context-free productions that
simultaneously rewrites several nonterminals during a derivation step. (B) The multisequential
and multicontinuous grammars use context-free-like productions that have a terminal or a
nonterminal on their left-hand sides. By using extremely simple regular languages, called
selectors, these grammars specify sequences of symbols rewritten during a derivation step
and, in addition, place slight restrictions on the context appearing between the rewritten
symbols; otherwise, they work by analogy with context-free grammars.

Results and Open Problems

Scattered Rewriting

Chapter 3, which consists of four sections, discusses scattered context grammars.  Its first
section gives an introduction to these grammars while the remaining three sections investigate
them.  The results of this investigation are summed up next.

Section 3.2 discusses the generative power of scattered context grammars.  First, by a
surprisingly simple proof, Section 3.2.1 demonstrates that these grammars characterize RE.
Then, by using a more complicated proof, Section 3.2.2 establishes this characterization based
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on the scattered context grammars containing no more than four nonterminals.

NOTE: After completing the thesis, the author proved that even the three-nonterminal
scattered context grammars characterize RE  (see [Meduna00b]).

Section 3.2.3 studies the economy of transformation of phrase structure grammars to scattered
context grammars.  More precisely, it describes a transformation that converts any phrase-
structure grammar, H, to an equivalent scattered context grammar, G, so that G has no more
than five more nonterminals than H.

Open Problem
Can the Section 3.2.3 transformation be improved so that G has only i more nonterminals than
H, for some i ∈  {1, ..., 4}?

Section 3.3 discusses scattered rewriting based on  terminating productions. It narrows its
attention to the scattered context grammars whose sentential forms contain sequences of
nonterminals formed by shuffling the left-hand sides of terminating productions.  It proves
that these grammars cannot even generate some languages in CS, so they are significantly less
powerful than ordinary scattered context grammars, discussed in Section 3.2.  From this
decreasement of the generative power, Section 3.2 derives that the one-nonterminal scattered
context grammars do not generate some languages in CS, so they do not characterize RE. This
statement and  the above conjecture gives rise to the following question.

Open Problem
Do the two-nonterminal scattered context grammars characterize RE?

Section 3.4 deals with the scattered context grammars without erasing productions, defined in
Section 3.1. These grammars obviously cannot characterize RE  because the language family
that they generate is contained in CS  (see [9]).

Open Problem
Is CS a proper superset of the family of the languages generated by the scattered context
grammars without erasing productions?

Section 3.4 introduces some simple language operation and characterizes RE based on the
introduced operations over the family of languages generated by the scattered context
grammars without erasing productions.  In fact, all the achieved characterizations are based on
these grammars containing no more than five nonterminals.
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Open Problem
Can the Section 3.4 characterizations be based on the i-nonterminal scattered context
grammars without erasing productions, for some i ∈  {1, ..., 4}?

Multisequential and Multicontinuous Rewriting

Section 4.1 discusses multisequential grammars.  It demonstrates that the six-nonterminal
multisequential grammars characterize RE.

Open Problem
Do the i-nonterminal multicontinuous grammars characterize RE, for some i ∈  {1, ..., 5}?

Section 4.2 discusses multicontinuous grammars. It demonstrates that the six-nonterminal
multicontinuous grammars characterize RE.

Open Problem
Do the i-nonterminal multicontinuous grammars characterize RE, for some i ∈  {1, ..., 7}?

Open Problem Area
Besides the above specific open problems, there exists a more general open problem area,
which consists in a discussion of the subject of this thesis in terms of some other
multirewriting grammars and related models (see [1-4], [6-8], [10], [12-39], [42-50]).
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Appendix: Non-Context-Free Rewriting with a Reduced Number
of  Nonterminals

The appendix of the thesis briefly discusses some well-known grammars that rewrite their
sentential forms in a non-context-free way.  As before, it focuses this discussion on the
reduction of the number of nonterminals in  these grammars.

More specifically, it studies the sequential context-dependent rewriting performed by
phrase-structure grammars.  It characterizes RE by these grammars with no more than three
nonterminals. Then, it investigates the parallel context-dependent rewriting performed by  EIL
systems.  By analogy with the previous characterization, it proves that  RE is defined by EIL
systems containing no more than three nonterminals.
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Souhrn

Bezkontextové gramatiky aplikuji jedno pravidlo během ka�dého derivačního kroku,        a
tedy přepisují řetězce sekvenčně. Na rozdíl od tohoto klasického sekvenčního způsobu
přepisování, předkládané habilitační práce diskutuje gramatiky, které současně aplikují
několik bezkontextových pravidel během jediného derivačního kroku (context-free
multirewriting) a tím vlastně tvoří gramatický model paralelního způsobu výpočtu, který dnes
představuje jedno z centrálních témat informatiky.  Kromě tohoto fundamentálního významu
máji tyto gramatiky celou řadu dal�ích předností.  K těm nejpodstatněj�ím patří zvý�ení
generativní síly a mo�nost redukce některých gramatických komponent jako např. počtu
neterminálů.  Výzkum těchto vlastností tvoří jádro presentované habilitační práce.

Práce se soustředí na studium vlastnosti následujících dvou typu gramatik:

(A) gramatiky s rozptýleným kontextem
(B) gramatiky s paralelními selektory

(A) Gramatiky s rozptýleným kontextem (scattered context grammars) jsou zalo�ené na
sekvencích bezkontextových pravidel, které simultánně přepisují několik neterminálů během
jediného derivačního kroku. Habilitační práce ukazuje, �e gramatiky                       s
rozptýleným kontextem charakterizuji třídu jazyků typu 0. Práce dokonce dokazuje, �e této
charakterizace lze dosáhnout i pro gramatiky s rozptýleným kontextem, které obsahuji nejvíce
čtyři neterminály. Kromě tohoto zásadního výsledku, práce studuje radu podmínek, které
ovlivňují sílu gramatik s rozptýleným kontextem. Konkrétněji, habilitační práce demonstruje,
ze redukce počtu neterminálů na jediný neterminál či eliminace zkracujících pravidel oslabuje
silu těchto gramatik.  Na druhé straně v�ak ukazuje, �e prostřednictvím některých
jednoduchých jazykových operací, jako např. slabé identity, lze získat charakterizaci celé třídy
jazyků typu 0 prostřednictvím gramatik            s rozptýleným kontextem i kdy� v nich
existenci zkracujících pravidel vyloučíme.

(B) Gramatiky s paralelními selektory symbolů (multisequential grammars) jsou zalo�eny
na jednoduchých regulárních selektorech.  Tyto selektory specifikuji symboly, které mohou
byt simultánně přepsány během jednoho derivačního kroku.  Práce ukazuje, ze celou třídu
jazyků typu 0 lze charakterizovat prostřednictvím těchto gramatik s nejvíce �esti neterminály.

Gramatiky s paralelními selektory podřetězců (multicontinuous grammars) jsou
rovně� zalo�eny na regulárních selektorech.  V tomto případě v�ak selektory specifikují celé
podřetězce, které jsou současně přepisované.   Práce dokazuje, �e třídu jazyků typu 0 lze
charakterizovat prostřednictvím těchto gramatik s nejvíce �esti neterminály.
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Závěr práce podtrhuje význam dosa�ených výsledků a diskutuje řadu otevřených problémů a
domněnek, včetně domněnky, �e třídu jazyků typu 0 lze charakterizovat          i
prostřednictvím gramatik s rozptýleným kontextem, které obsahují nejvíce tři neterminály.
Krátce po dokončení habilitační práce autor tuto domněnku rigorózně dokázal v  [38].
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